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CMs issues 
final rule on 
emergency 
preparedness

after nearly three years, 
the Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services (CMS) issued 
its final rule on Emergency 
Preparedness for Medicare and 
Medicaid participating providers 
and suppliers. The rule drop was 
timely, with the announcement 
coming just after Hurricane 
Hermine made her mark on 
Tallahassee and surrounding 
areas. The long-awaited rule 
applies to 17 different provider 
types, including skilled nursing 
centers, hospitals, critical access 
hospitals, hospice, ambulatory 

continued on page 6

On September 2, Hermine made 
landfall as a Category 1 hurricane 
southeast of Tallahassee. Several 
member nursing centers lost power, 
along with FHCA’s headquarters 
and more than 170,000 Tallahassee 
area residents. FHCA’s around-the-
clock support to members included 
visits to those centers without power 
to check their status and bring cold 
drinks and snacks to the staff.u

hurricane hermine hits home

FHCA Executive Director Emmett Reed brings cold drinks to staff at 
Westminster Oaks after they were affected by Hurricane Hermine power 
outages. 

FHCA Director of Reimbursement Tom Parker (left) checks 
in with staff at Seven Hills Health and Rehabilitation. 
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simply the best 

By John simmons , MsW, nhA
FHCA President

PrESidEnT’S MESSAgE

I’ve been a member of Florida Health Care association since 
2001, holding a number of leadership positions at both the 
district and statewide level throughout those years. That active 
participation has given me the chance to get to know FHCa staff 
probably a little more than most. Most members have only limited 
interaction with staff, perhaps via email or phone call exchanges 
or during events such as annual Conference.  I’ve often heard 
members compliment the staff for their professionalism and 
expertise in the areas that impact us the most — reimbursement, 
survey readiness, continuing education. as a volunteer leader in 
the association, I’ve always been impressed with the customer 
service our staff delivers, always quick to respond and do all they 
can to help make my “job” as a board member as easy as possible. 

Then along came Hurricane Hermine, making landfall 
in September just south of Tallahassee where the FHCa 
headquarters is located. Leading up to the event we received 
our pre-storm communications from FHCa, with key contacts 
and tips for emergency preparedness that are standard operating 
procedure from the association during Hurricane Season. On 
Thursday morning, prior to Hermine’s arrival, the decision was 
made to close FHCa’s headquarters early so staff could make 
their personal storm preparations, with everyone on alert from 
executive director Emmett reed to determine what Friday would 
bring.

In Hermine’s aftermath, more than 170,000 Tallahassee area 
residents lost power. This included the FHCa headquarters and 
several of our local member nursing centers. Many of our staff 
were without power for days. at the same time we had nursing 
centers relying on their own generators as they waited for power 
to be restored. Despite those personal challenges, FHCa’s staff 
worked together to manage the support our members needed, 
a process that took almost five days before the last center was 
back online. 

Some of that staff support included personal phone calls 
to centers to assess their post-storm status; staffing the state 
Emergency Operations Center Desk to communicate that status 
back to the agency for Health Care administration and our health 
partners; and relaying guidance provided by FHCa’s Emergency 
Preparedness Council on energy, generators and critical needs of 
residents, for example. Most of that staff support was delivered 
despite dying cell phone batteries, lack of air conditioning and 
rerouted roads due to trees down from the storm.

We often talk about the importance of relationships and what 
goes into building and strengthening those relationships among 
legislators, regulators and other long term care stakeholders. at 
annual Conference, Emmett reed shared FHCa’s membership 
growth — 81 percent representation  — proving that FHCa truly 
is the largest and leading long term care association in Florida. In 
the aftermath of Hermine, this made a difference.
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by J. emmett Reed, CAe
FHCA/Our Florida Promise 

Executive director

Fall for FhCA
dirECTOr’S dESk

Fall is nearly upon us, and while most of the great state of Florida will be dealing with heated 
temperatures, those of us in the Capitol City will begin to see and feel the effects of slightly cooler 
weather patterns.

The arrival of fall brings FHCa’s focus more keenly on the upcoming legislative session. It might 
seem like we are planning early for a session that doesn’t begin until March 2017; however, the 
reality is FHCa never truly stops planning for session.

If you are new to FHCa, or if you want a refresher, I’d like to take this opportunity share a bit 
about our member-driven legislative strategy. I liken it to the three-legged stool, a phrase some 
may recall was heard often during the term of FHCa Past President David Sylvester.

Center visits
Outside those 60 days when the Legislature is in session, FHCa members host tours of their 

centers for lawmakers or political candidates. These tours, expected to near over 100 by Election 
Day, are often an “eye-opening” experience for many lawmakers and candidates. Many times, 
visitors have preconceived notions of what a care center is, but after the tour, they leave with 
a totally different perspective. For many lawmakers, the tour is the first time they see just how 
complex the medical care is that long term care residents are receiving. They also gain a better 
understanding of what’s involved in post-acute care for many patients who may be receiving a 
variety of short-term therapy from the center. administrators typically lead the tour and are joined 
by their team of nurses and other staff. This is important for many reasons, especially when it 
comes time for Lobby Wednesdays, which you’ll learn more about below.

Political events
It is no secret that FHCa and Our Florida Promise are political advocacy partners. The two 

groups often participate in political events with lawmakers or candidates.  These events offer 
members an opportunity to continue branding our message about high-quality, long term care 
delivery with a specific group. attendees often include care center owners as well as frontline 
caregivers.

Lobby Wednesdays
Lobby Wednesdays are the third, and one of the most important actions in FHCa’s political 

strategy. Each Wednesday during the legislative session, groups of between 30-100 FHCa members 
travel to Tallahassee to meet with lawmakers to remind them of our legislative priorities. This is 
where the center visit comes into play. It’s highly effective for the administrator who toured that 
lawmaker earlier in the year to follow up during the legislative session. Lawmakers are inundated 
with so many requests and asks coming from hundreds of different interest groups. We’ve found 
Lobby Wednesdays are an effective way to continue to communicate our legislative priorities and 
help legislators gain an understanding of the issues that are important to Florida’s long term care 
providers and the residents for whom they care. registration for Lobby Wednesdays will open just 
after the new year, and as always, we’ll be encouraging members to sign up their company or 
their district. If you’ve never come before and don’t have a group to join you, no worries. FHCa 
does an informative briefing to help prepare you for a productive day.

So while you may feel like you’re still catching your breath from a world class annual Conference, 
rest assured that your FHCa team is not taking any time off to celebrate the arrival of fall. Instead, 
we are working hard to make certain that your voice is heard, and the interests of the long term 
care profession are well represented and protected.u

newly 
elected 
Member 

At Large 
Members of Our Florida 
Promise (OFP), FHCa’s 

advocacy partner, recently 
elected Mel beal, CEO of 
airamid Health Services, 

to serve as the OFP 
representative to Florida 

Health Care association. as 
per the FHCa bylaws, Mel 
now holds the position of 
Member at Large on the 

FHCa Executive Committee 
and board of Directors.
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For many years, the law has contained a protection for 
documents prepared by or on behalf of the Quality Committee. 
The rationale behind this protection is simple: providers should be 
able to do thorough investigations, make changes appropriate to 
the circumstances and, thus, enhance quality of care. Potential 
disclosure of internal documents prepared in reaching this goal has 
a chilling effect. Hospitals have had such protection for a long time.

The protection is not absolute, but it is a strong one. The federal 
privileges are found at 42 u.S.C. section 13951-3(b)(1)(b) and 
42 u.S.C. section 1396r(b)(1)(b). both provisions (Medicare and 
Medicaid) include language that [a} State or [the] Secretary may 
not require disclosure or the records of such committee except 
insofar as such disclosure is related to the compliance of such 
committee with the requirements [for a quality assessment and 
assurance committee].”  

In the early years, many facilities did not maintain other 
documentation to show compliance or intermingled that 
information with information that should have been protected. as 
time passed, we developed systems of showing compliance and 
still protecting other documents.  The system is working quite well.

Then came case law in several states (not Florida) that further 
defined what was protected.  The common thread in most of 
these cases was documents, such as medical records the facility 
had to prepare anyway, not being protected. also protected were 
documents that the committee directed and which were only given 
to the committee and those with a “need to know.” Some courts 
applied a strict definition of “records of such committee.”  We could 
live with that holding because it gave us a reasonable standard 
to apply in determining protected documents. We could develop 
appropriate systems.

The proposed nursing center regulations, which should be 
final by this publication, require a complex, involved QaPI system.  
by the very language of several of these regulations, more 
documentation is a key component of the QaPI requirements, thus 
arguably, not protected.  Many of the terms and phrases are vague 
and do not clearly identify what will be protected.  

Several groups and individual facilities have offered comments 
to this section of the regulations.  We anticipate there may be some 
changes, but the language is so comprehensive that much of it will 
remain the same. In all likelihood, much of the vague language 
will remain. 

the erosion of the Quality 
Committee document privilege

By Karen Goldsmith

LTC LEgAL iSSUES & TrEndS

karen goldsmith of goldsmith & grout, PA 
serves as FHCA’s regulatory Counsel. Her office 
is located at PO Box 875, Cape Canaveral, FL 
32920. She is available to members by phone 
at (321) 613-2979 or e-mail at klgoldsmith@
ggfllawfirm.com.

What does this mean to our providers?  First, it will require an in-
depth analysis of the final rule with the goal of preserving the intent 
of the federal law, while complying with the new requirements. We 
will have to go through the same process we went through before 
— determine what is protected and what is not through trial and 
error until we get it right.

Keep in mind that the united States Code provisions set out at 
the beginning of this article are the law. They are not regulations. 
regulations must comply with the underlying law. Thus, the 
protection cannot be taken entirely away through regulation, and 
the implementation of a broader regulation may result in a legal 
challenge.

In the meantime, do not treat the new QaPI regulations as if it is 
“business as usual.”  It is not.  Take them seriously.

and while the new regulations will be phased in, it’s important 
that you do not wait until the eleventh hour to implement any 
provision. We all know that if staff is asked by a surveyor about a 
new procedure or requirement, the answer is often a glazed look. 
It takes time for staff to assimilate these requirements, and there are 
so many of them.

a reminder that the extensive guidance on taking photos of 
residents and resident areas, as well as the electronic transmission 
of those photos, is already in effect and does not require a rule 
change. If you haven’t implemented them, you should do so 
immediately. CMS is very serious about this.u

Want to stay up-to-date on FHCA news, 
events and activities?

Follow FHCA on Twitter at 

www.twitter.com/FHCA or become a 
fan of Florida Health Care Association
on Facebook at www.facebook.com. 
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PersPectives

If you are thinking about applying for an american Health Care 
association/national Center for assisted living (aHCa/nCaL) 2017 
national Quality award, now is a great time to get started. 

based on the baldrige Performance Excellence Program, the 
aHCa/nCaL national Quality award program offers three progressive 
levels of awards. at the initial level, the bronze award focuses on 
providing applicants with tools and resources they need to achieve 
performance improvement. at the Silver and Gold award level, 
recipients consistently report having better survey scores; fewer cited 
deficiencies; better CMS star ratings; improved quality measures; good 
re-hospitalization rates; excellent staff retention; and higher occupancy 
in comparison to the non-participants. 

In mid-September, the aHCa/nCaL 2017 Quality award application 
packets were made available to members. For simplicity, FHCa has 
made all of the Quality award resources available to members on its 
website under the Quality Improvement tab at www.fhca.org.

In addition to the applications packets, members can also download 
the 2017 program calendar and submission checklist. Members are 
encouraged to review the application materials because there 
have been significant changes to the program’s survey eligibility 
requirements and re-certification process.

In the months ahead, FHCa will host workshops for national 
Quality award application writers for bronze, Silver and Gold. FHCa’s 
Koko Okano, an aHCa/nCaL Quality award Senior Examiner and an 
advanced examiner for the Governor’s Sterling award, will be joined 

by experienced senior examiners to help participants understand the 
process and criteria for application submission. 

FHCa will also offer its Quality award boot Camp for Silver and 
Gold applicants. The boot Camp is a free, online instructional series 
offering workshops, webinars, tools, resources, and communication 
throughout the application process for FHCa members. The program is 
free to participants, but members are asked to sign up by the October 
19 deadline to ensure they receive all the related correspondence. 
registration for the bootcamp is also available on FHCa’s Quality 
awards resource page.

aHCa/nCaL offers a “bronze Criteria Series” for bronze applicants 
and “Management Series” and “Silver Criteria Series” for Silver 
applicants. These include instructional, short-video clips that are easy 
to watch. Those videos and other resources are available on the aHCa/
nCaL Quality award web page at www.ahcancal.org. If you require 
assistance with usernames and passwords or obtaining applications 
previously submitted from your center, contact the aHCa/nCaL 
Quality award Team at quality-award@AHCA.org.

If you intend to apply for an award, you must submit your Intent 
to apply (or commitment) by november 17, 2016. applications for 

all award levels are due to aHCa/nCaL on January 
26, 2017.  For questions about the program, please 
contact Koko Okano at kokano@fhca.org.u

have you considered the AhCA/nCAL 2017 Quality Award? 
By Carol Berkowitz

Carol Berkowitz is FHCA’s Senior director of Quality 
Affairs. She can be reached at cberkowitz@fhca.org. 

surgical centers, intermediate care facilities and rural health 
clinics.

The final rule was officially published on Friday, September 
16, in the Federal register. It becomes effective on november 
15, 2016, and all affected providers and suppliers must be in 
compliance by november 15, 2017.

The intent is for centers and health facilities to adopt 
consistent fundamental emergency preparedness capabilities 
to best ensure safety of their residents, patients and clients 
as a condition of participation in the Medicare and Medicaid 
programs. Furthermore, the intent of the rule is to plan adequately 
for “all hazards,” both natural and man-made disasters, as well as 
coordinate with federal, state and local emergency systems.

It requires Medicare and Medicaid participating providers and 
suppliers to meet the following:

Emergency plan. based on a risk assessment, develop an 

CMs issues final rule on emergency preparedness
cover story continued from page 1

emergency plan using an all-hazards approach focusing on 
capacities and capabilities that are critical to preparedness for a 
full spectrum of emergencies or disasters specific to the location 
of a provider or supplier. 

Policies and procedures. Develop and implement policies 
and procedures based on the plan and risk assessment.

Communication plan. Develop and maintain a communication 
plan that complies with both federal and state laws. Patient care 
must be well-coordinated within the facility, across health care 
providers and with state and local public health departments and 
emergency systems.

Training and testing program. Develop and maintain training 
and testing programs, including initial and annual trainings, and 
conduct drills and exercises or participate in an actual incident 
that tests the plan. This includes providing emergency plans and 

continued on page 7
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regulatory raP

new long term care survey process  
Looking ahead to 2017

By Lee Ann Griffin

For the past 10 years, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services (CMS) and the states have used two standard survey 
processes that assess the quality of care and quality of life for nursing 
center residents: the Traditional paper-based Survey and the software-
based Quality Indicator Survey. CMS has readily acknowledged the 
inefficiencies of operating two survey processes throughout the 
country, not the least of which is their maintenance of two separate 
training programs and expecting staff to be adept in both processes.

according to CMS, surveyors working with the QIS process would 
like more discretion in the ability to select residents for a more in-depth 
investigation without increasing the sample size. Surveyors have said 
that tablet-based interactions are often perceived to be a barrier to 
their interviews and observations of the residents, staff, and center. 
Conversely, however, CMS has recognized that the Traditional Survey 
process needs improvement with consistency, documentation and a 
systematic approach to regulatory review.

Since 2015, CMS has been testing a new survey protocol that will 
replace both the QIS and the Traditional Survey processes. Presented 
at the association of Health Survey Facility agencies in august, the 
new survey protocol will be computer based and include sample 
selection and investigation components. The new protocol may give 
surveyors more flexibility in selecting the sample size (compared with 
QIS) by allowing 30% of the sample to be selected onsite, focusing 
on high risk residents, new admission in the last 30 days and active 
complaints. Seventy percent of the sample will be preselected off site 
based on MDS algorithm indicators considering certain conditions, 
high risk areas and prevalence rates. 

The new computer-based long term care (LTC) survey process 
will eventually be integrated with the new reform of requirements 
for Long-Term Care Facilities, Proposed rule (7/15). The proposed 
reform of requirements rule is expected to be in place and effective 
by november, 2016.  Once published in final form, the new regulatory 
language will be uploaded to aSPEn under the current F Tags until the 
transition to the new LTC survey process is complete. To that end, CMS 
is developing a crosswalk of the proposed reform of requirements 
with the existing F Tags. by november 2017, there will be a completely 
new F Tag numbering system and associated Interpretive Guidance 
implementing the new survey process and incorporating the reform 
of requirements. 

There will be a possible suspension of CMS’ basic Long Term Care 
Surveyor Training Course (bLTCS) in the Summer — Fall of 2017, with 
new bLTCS training launched in January 2018. CMS told the audience 
of state survey agencies that this possible suspension of training will 
not affect the states’ ability to hire new surveyors; surveyors can still 
progress through state training and mentoring.  

Information about the new long term care survey process will be 
posted at www.fhca.org (see Facility Operations; Survey readiness) 
as it develops. Mark your calendar, too, for FHCa’s regional Education 
Seminars coming to your area in December (6-9) as agency for Health 

Care administration representatives will be giving us 
more details at that time.u

Lee Ann griffin is FHCA’s director of regulatory 
& Education development. She can be reached at 
lgriffin@fhca.org. 

cMs issues final rule on eMergency PreParedness continued from page 6

training for personnel, including drills twice a year, to test plans 
and programs. It also includes having a communication plan in 
place to coordinate with staff and residents, as well as public 
health officials, emergency management officials, and other 
health care providers within the county and the state.

CMS accepted american Health Care association and FHCa 
recommendations to require generator testing as specified in 
nFPa 99, 2012 edition and nFPa 110, 2012 edition. by doing 
so, the requirement for an additional four-hour generator testing 
was eliminated from the final rule.

also, nursing centers will have the flexibility to determine when 
emergency plans and information should be communicated with 
relevant parties during a disaster. a specific time frame will not 
require, however, a method for sharing information with residents 
and families or their representatives to be established.

The rule does not require centers to have on-site treatment 
of sewage or be responsible for public services, but would 
be required to make provisions for maintaining the necessary 
services.

Finally, another provision will not require centers to share 
information with stakeholders or Long Term Care (LTC) 
Ombudsmen, however, they must maintain contact information 
for the Office of the Statewide LTC Ombudsman.

In the upcoming year, FHCa will be providing training and 
resources to help members with compliance requirements. For 
information and resources on preparing your center, please 
contact april Henkel of FHCa at ahenkel@fhca.org or visit the 
Emergency Preparedness section of FHCa’s website at www.
fhca.org/facility_operations/emergency_preparedness.u
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Health care company pays $35,000 to resolve disability 
discrimination lawsuit

a health care company in north Carolina has agreed to pay $35,000 
to resolve a disability discrimination lawsuit filed by the EEOC alleging 
that the company refused to grant a reasonable accommodation to a 
job applicant, in violation of the americans with Disabilities act (aDa). 
The applicant, who was diagnosed with end stage renal disease, had 
received an employment offer from the company conditioned upon her 
successful completion of the required pre-employment drug screening. 
The applicant informed both the company and a representative of the 
drug testing facility that her disability prevented her from proving a 
urine sample and that her dialysis center would perform a different 
type of drug test (other than a urine test), which would have allowed 
her to complete the screening. The company denied the applicant’s 
request and ultimately, did not hire her. according to an EEOC regional 
attorney, “[w]hen a company is aware that a qualified applicant needs 
a reasonable accommodation in order to complete an aspect of the 
hiring process, the company must grant that request unless it poses an 
undue hardship for the company.” 

The aDa covers job applicants as well as employees. Employers 
should consult experienced legal counsel before making employment 
decisions involving employees or applicants who have requested an 
accommodation in order to perform their essential job functions or 
participate in the hiring process. 

NLrB extends NLrA to graduate students
The national Labor relations board (nLrb) has ruled that 

graduate students working as teaching and research assistants at 
private universities are statutory employees covered by the national 
Labor relations act (act). This overturns a previous ruling by the 
nLrb in 2004, which according to the nLrb, had “deprived an 
entire category of workers of the protections of the act without a 
convincing justification,” and paves the way for graduate students to 
unionize. Various universities argued that the inclusion of students 
in the bargaining process would disrupt operations to the potential 
detriment of students; however, the nLrb was not persuaded. This is 
yet another nLrb decision reversing years of precedent to expand the 
act’s coverage.u

Mike Miller is with Miller Tack & Madson, FHCA’s 
Labor relations Consultant. Learn more about MTM 
at www.peolawyers.net.

labor relations counsel

eeOC issues enforcement guidance on 
retaliation and related issues

By Mike Miller
Miller tack & Madson, FhCA Labor Relations Consultant

recently, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) 
issued its Enforcement guidance on retaliation and related issues 
(Guidance), which replaces the retaliation section of the EEOC’s 1998 
Compliance Manual and provides the EEOC’s interpretation of the 
law on this topic. retaliation is the most frequently alleged basis of 
discrimination, accounting for almost 45% of all charges filed with the 
EEOC in Fy 2015. The new Guidance addresses retaliation under 
each of the Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) laws enforced by 
the EEOC including Title VII of the Civil rights act, the Pregnancy 
Discrimination act, the age Discrimination in Employment act, the 
americans with Disabilities act, Section 501 of the rehabilitation act, 
the Equal Pay act, and the Genetic Information nondiscrimination 
act. In addition to the Guidance, the EEOC issued a Questions and 
Answers publication and a Small Business Fact Sheet to summarize the 
major points of the Guidance in non-legalese.     

retaliation occurs when an employer takes a materially adverse 
action because of an applicant or employee’s protected activity, i.e., 
participation in an EEO process or reasonable opposition to unlawful 
conduct. according to the EEOC, a “materially adverse” action is one 
that “might deter a reasonable person from engaging in protected 
activity” and may include, for example, denial of a promotion or job 
benefit, refusal to hire an applicant, demotion, suspension, discharge, 
etc. The determination of whether an action is materially adverse turns 
on the facts of each case. To reduce exposure to retaliation claims, 
employers should have a clearly written anti-retaliation policy and 
train supervisors and managers on identifying and stopping retaliation. 
While an employer may take adverse action against an employee or 
applicant for a legitimate, non-discriminatory reason, if the employee 
or applicant previously engaged in protected activity, the employer 
should consult experienced labor and employment counsel before 
taking such action.

The EEOC’s Guidance can be found at www.eeoc.gov/laws/
guidance/retaliation-guidance.cfm.

reach nearly 1,500 key decision 

makers in long term care. Ads start 

at a low $250. To obtain information 

about advertising in FHCA’s Pulse, 

contact Jenny Early at (850) 701-

3553 or e-mail: jearly@fhca.org.
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WeLCOMe 
new Members

associate MeMbers
Air Quality Control Environmental, Inc., 

Coral Springs

Carr, Riggs & Ingram, LLC,

 Jacksonville

Cornell Communications, 

Milwaukee, WI

Infection Protection Products, Inc., 

Chico, CA

Miner Corporation, 

Boynton Beach

It’s important to point out that FHCa was the only long term care 
association at the table with the agency for Health Care administration 
and state/local Emergency Support Function 8 (our health and medical 
partner) in the days following Hermine. It’s also important to note that 
FHCa’s reputation among policymakers was extremely effective as we 
communicated with state and city officials to support members and 
nonmembers alike with getting the help they needed. Our connections 
with the media also helped the story of nursing centers needing priority 
status for power go viral on social media, putting the community in our 
corner on this important issue. 

What you may not have realized is that along with their work to 
support members’ power needs, FHCa staff also mobilized to visit those 
centers without power. along with cold drinks and snacks, staff brought 
encouragement and assurance to those caregivers working around the 
clock to ensure residents were well cared for. and that goodwill went 
beyond the FHCa membership, as centers which were not members 
received the same support. Frankly that so impressed me that I wanted 
to draw your attention to just how good your FHCa staff really is.  Many 
of their homes were without power, and yet, they saw a need and met 
it in such a meaningful way. 

FHCa staff is simply the best, and knowing we have this team in our 
corner to represent us — whether during a hurricane, in the Legislature, 
with a regulator or the press — is just another reason why membership 
in FHCa is so invaluable.u 

simply the best
continued from page 3

PrESidEnT’S MESSAgE
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threshold as compared to their peers for the dates of service July 1, 
2015 to the present. no further clarification was given for what will 
be considered a “high” percentage. This could differ depending on 
the peer group being reviewed. The overall denial rate from the initial 
40-claim request will be considered. a high denial rate could result in 
more reviews. 

you will then have 45 days to respond to this request. Once you 
submit your information, the SMrC has 45 days to get back to you with 
a decision. after that, the SMrC will take no further action - though 
it can turn things over to the Medicare administrative contractor for 
further review. Once claims have been reviewed and determinations 
are made, providers have the option to hold a “discussion period” with 
the SMrC and additional documentation could be added to the record. 
Making these changes could help you undo a denial. The discussion 
period is roughly 30 days, but you must request it. The provider will 
receive one letter (for all claims) at the end of which is a “review 
results” letter. CMS has tasked SHS with only one round of the 40 
claims review, but additional reviews could occur in the future.

Interim CMP rule impacts SNFs
a new interim rule recently released by the Centers for Medicare 

and Medicaid Services (CMS) authorizes increased civil monetary 
penalties (CMPs) and other federal remedies before giving skilled 
nursing facilities an opportunity to correct deficiencies. The interim 
rule and new penalties are effective immediately. This initial increase 
includes a “catch-up adjustment” based on inflation since the last time 
the CMP was adjusted. relevant regulations are also amended to 
provide for continued annual CMP adjustments for inflation.

 an interim final rule allows agencies to publish a final rule that 
becomes effective soon after publication, without going through the 
proposed rule stage and bypassing public notice and comment. HHS 
says the statutory requirement for these increases “provides a clear 
formula for adjustment of the civil money penalties, leaving agencies 
little room for discretion.” a summary of the new CMPs by penalty can 
be found in the Federal register on the u.S. Government Publishing 
website at www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/Fr-2016-09-06/pdf/2016-18680.
pdf.u

By Lorne simmons, Moore stephens Lovelace

beginning in 2008, there have been various Stimulus acts and bills 
passed by Congress that greatly affect Section 179 depreciation and 
purchasing small equipment for tax reporting purposes. Prior to the 
initial Stimulus act in 2008, Section 179 allowed for businesses to 
expense up to $125,000 on qualifying equipment - and the deduction 
began to phase out for companies that spent over $500,000, truly 
making it a small business tax incentive. at that time, Section 179 was 
slated to wind down in future years with reduced deduction limits 
and eventually eliminated completely. However, over the last few 
years Section 179 has garnered much attention and gone through 
numerous enhancements via multiple Stimulus acts designed to give 
businesses incentive to invest in themselves by purchasing, financing, 
or leasing new equipment and software.

Fast forward to 2015 when the President signed into law the 
Protecting americans from Tax Hikes act of 2015 (PaTH). PaTH 
raised the limit on section 179 spending back to a cap of $500,000 
permanently, brought back the $2 million spending cap for phase 
out, and the 50% bonus depreciation. The PaTH act reinstated bonus 
Depreciation to 50% of new equipment cost through the 2017 tax year. 
This bonus Depreciation is utilized after the Section 179 deduction 
limit of $2 million in total equipment, vehicles, and/or software cost 
is reached. In other words, if you buy enough equipment to exceed 
the $500,000 deduction, you can take a “bonus” 50% depreciation on 
the rest. as the TV commercials say — aCT nOW! If you want to take 
advantage of the $500,000 write-off for the 2016 tax year, you need 
to act before the end of this year.

Targeted medical reviews
as part of the Medicare access and CHIP reauthorization act 

of 2015 (MaCra) that finally eliminated the sustainable growth rate 
(SGr) formula for Part b fee screens last year, the act also established 
new targeted manual medical reviews (MMr) for therapy claims above 
$3,700 that are just starting to gear up. The old MMr system was 
automatically triggered when a provider exceeded the $3,700 mark. 
The new one does not require MMrs for all claims exceeding the 
threshold, but instead takes a targeted approach, looking at providers 
who have provided a high amount of hours or minutes of therapy to 
patients in a single day.

CMS has hired Strategic Health Solutions (SHS) to be the sole 
Supplemental Medical review Contractor (SMrC) to conduct these 
reviews. If you are a provider subjected to this review, here’s what 
to expect. SHS will send a letter requesting additional information 
(aDrs) on 40 claims. Each claim will be reviewed; some may be 
upheld and others denied. reviews will be conducted for providers 
with a high percentage of patients receiving therapy beyond the 

LONg TErM CArE

Lorne Simmons and Sandy Swindling 
are with Moore Stephens Lovelace, P.A., 
FHCA’s CPA Consultant. Learn more 
about MSL at www.mslcpa.com.

PAth offers continuing incentives to invest

Business N ews
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clinical corner

Change is in the air  
By: heather stewart, Rhit, and Robin A. Bleier, Rn, LhRM 

PAC and IMPACT Acts
as many know, there are several important changes to the mini-

mum data set (MDS). These changes are slated to be effective on 
October 1, 2016 and are related to the Improving Medicare Post-acute 
Care (PaC) Transformation (IMPaCT) act of 2014. The goal of this act 
is to standardize patient/resident assessment data across PaC settings 
for the purpose of improved quality of care and outcomes, data ele-
ment uniformity for data exchange and coordination of care, improved 
person-centered care and goal driven discharge planning.

Areas of focus
Currently there are four areas of focus: Part a Prospective Pay-

ment System (PPS) Discharge assessments, Functional Status, Falls, 
and Pressure ulcers. a two percentage point reduction to the annual 
payment update (aPu) will be assessed for skilled nursing facilities 
(SnFs) that do not submit required data to calculate Quality Measures 
(QMs) at a threshold of 80% or greater of the MDS assessments sub-
mitted. While compliance with data submission requirements have not 
been fully outlined to date, there is one item that has been identified 
as a cause of effecting QM calculations. That is the use of a dash (-) 
for required data elements. Data collected during October 1, 2016 —
December 31, 2016 will impact aPu for Fy 2018.

New Part A PPS Discharge Assessment
The Part a PPS Discharge assessment is new.  This discharge as-

sessment will be completed when a resident’s Medicare Part a stay 
ends and the resident stays in the facility.  It may be combined with 
other Schedule PPS or Omnibus reconciliation act (Obra) required 
assessments, or it may stand alone.  The Part a PPS discharge assess-
ments will not be permitted to be combined with an unscheduled 
PPS assessment. In most cases, if discharge is “unplanned” according 
to resident assessment instrument (raI) definition, the corresponding 
discharge QM data elements (i.e. Discharge Performance in section 
GG) will not be required. If a resident resumes Medicare Part a skilled 
care after completion of a Medicare Part a PPS discharge assessment, 
the Medicare PPS assessment schedule is reset.

New Section gg
MDS Section GG is a new section that assesses the resident’s usual 

ability to perform specific functional ability over a three-day assess-
ment period. It is divided into two item sets: Self-Care (GG0130) and 
Mobility (GG0170). These two item sets are divided into three sec-
tions: admission Performance, Discharge Performance, and Discharge 
Goals. admission Performance is assessed for three days, with day one 
equal to the start of SnF PPS stay date. The Discharge Performance 
ends with the last day of the assessment period equal to the end of 
SnF PPS stay date. Performance is coded based on resident’s perfor-
mance of activity and use of any helper(s) if necessary to ensure activ-
ity is completed safely. Helpers are facility employees or contract staff 
paid by the facility. unlike Section G, this section is coded based on 
resident’s usual performance, not the most dependent performance. 

It should also not be coded based on most independent performance. 
Coding for both admission and Discharge performance utilizes a six-
point scale (06-01) to code resident’s performance level. There are 
also three codes for use to indicate a task was not performed. This 
should lessen the use of dash(es) (-) as they may impact QM data 
and aPu. Discharge Goals identify self-care or mobility goals to be 
reached by the end of the PPS stay and created as part of the resident’s 
plan of care. This section is coded on the same six-point scale (06-01) 
as the performance codes, without the three additional codes used 
to indicate task was not performed. To meet QrP reporting require-
ments, a minimum of one discharge goal must be completed.

Section J
MDS Section J (Falls) has two sections that will impact a facilities’ 

QMs. They are: J1800 – any Falls since admission/Entry or reentry or 
Prior assessment (Obra or Scheduled PPS) and J1900 – number of 
Falls Since admission/Entry or reentry or Prior assessment (Obra 
or Scheduled PPS). Each fall should be coded to the highest level of 
injury obtained. To ensure accuracy of coding injury level resulting 
from fall, the assessor may need to look beyond the arD to obtain 
information. If new information is obtained after the MDS has been 
submitted to the QIES system that would result in a change to the 
coding of section J1900, the MDS must be modified to capture injuries 
associated with fall. 

Section M
MDS Section M (Pressure ulcers) Data in section M0300 and 

M0800 are used to calculate the percentage of residents with pressure 
ulcers that are new or worsening. This section is risk adjusted for resi-
dents with: Function/mobility (bed mobility): Limited assist or greater; 
bowel incontinence: Occasionally or greater; Diabetes or peripheral 
vascular disease/peripheral arterial disease; and Low body mass index. 
Facilities that complete thorough and accurate documentation and 
monitoring of pressure ulcers will have an advantage when coding this 
section. Determining if pressure ulcer(s) were Present on admission 
(POa) is a key component to the accurate coding of section M0300. 

It is clear that there is much change occurring within CMS.  as the 
current administration wraps up and the next administration is prepar-
ing to be elected into office one thing is for sure, the only constant 
in long term care is change. It is important to support your staff to be 
comfortable in keeping up with the changes.u

Heather Stewart, Health informatics 
& Coding Consultant, and robin 
A. Bleier, President, are both with 
rB Health Partners, inc., which 
has a strategic alliance with Moore 
Stephens Lovelace, PA. Contact 

them at (727) 786-3032 or via e-mail, heather@rbhealthpartners.com 
or robin@rbhealthpartners.com.
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assisted living communities are among those providers delivering 
services to Medicaid recipients through the Long-term Care Waiver 
(LTC Waiver), the Developmental Disabilities Individual budgeting 
Waiver (ibudget Waiver),  and the Traumatic brain and Spinal Cord 
Injury Waiver. Other service providers are adult Family Care Homes, 
adult Day Care Centers, and Group Homes. all these settings are 
subject to assessments by the state to determine compliance with the 
federal Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Home 
and Community-based (HCb) Settings rule. Florida’s most recent 
version of the draft Statewide Transition Plan (8/26/16) describes 
how the state will assess, determine compliance, remediate and 
monitor HCb settings to ensure continued compliance with CMS’ 
published rule (2249-F, 1/2014).

Florida selected 15 HCb Setting rule criteria to determine whether 
our state’s statutes and rules are in compliance with or perhaps 
impede the federal requirements. according to the Transition Plan 
(Table 4), there are a few regulations that have been determined to 
be only partially compliant with 15 selected criteria. They are:

•	 Opportunities to seek employment and work in competitive 
integrated settings;

•	 a legally enforceable written agreement between the provider 
and the consumer that allows the consumer to own, rent or 
occupy the residence and provides protections that address 
eviction processes and appeals; and

•	 access to visitors at any time.

We’re expecting the state to promulgate an administrative 
rule requiring all HCbS providers to comply with the federal 
requirements, and it’s likely any regulations deemed unsupportive 
will also be addressed at that time. It is also worth noting that the 
state has specified that it’s not their intention to change licensure 
requirements for those assisted living communities providing 
services to non-Medicaid recipients. However, the state will amend 
the Statewide Medicaid Managed Care contracts and promulgate 
administrative rules to ensure all HCb settings that receive Medicaid 
reimbursement for HCbS comply. according to the Transition Plan, 
the Medicaid Managed Care contracts are scheduled to be amended 
by September 30, and a new administrative rule is anticipated to be 
in place by December 31, 2016.

The state has developed a protocol for transitioning Medicaid 
recipients out of assisted living communities that — after 
unsuccessful remediation efforts — do not reflect the Home and 
Community based Setting criteria as set forth in the federal rule or 
Florida’s HCb Characteristics assessment Tool. They are:

•	 Will send a written notice explaining the need for transition to the 
resident/legal representative;

Florida’s statewide transition Plan 
and DOeA’s Medication Assistance Rule 

by Lee Ann Griffin

•	 Waiver support coordinators/case managers will work with 
recipients, providers, and the recipient’s support group to develop 
a transition plan;

•	 residents will be monitored during transition and after completing 
transition to ensure their services continue to meet waiver 
standards and requirements; and

•	 residents who do not want to change providers will be counselled 
as to the consequences, including identifying non-Medicaid 
funding to maintain services in the non-compliant setting, or 
potential disenrollment from the HCb program. 

The Plan also summarizes a heightened scrutiny process for 
several large Florida communities that are being developed for 
people with certain income ranges that may be a frail elder or a 
person with a physical impairment.

FHCa has compiled state and federal resources related to Home 
and Community-based Settings at www.fhca.org; Operations; 
assisted Living; HCbS. additionally, updates relating to the HCb 
Settings rule can be found on the agency for Health Care 
administration’s website at http://ahca.myflorida.com/Medicaid/
hcbs_waivers/index.shtml. 

rule development for HB 1001 continues
Last month, the Florida Department of Elder affairs issued 

a notice for a rule hearing regarding rule chapter 58a-5, F.a.C. 
The hearing took place in Tallahassee and addressed the most 
recent draft rule implementing Hb 1001 affecting all assisted living 
facilities. This version of the rule included proposed new language 
not initiated by Hb 1001:

•	 a definition for person-centered planning which is used one time 
in proposed language

•	 a statement that staff of an assisted living community may not 
complete a Medicaid application on behalf of a person without 
first being authorized by that person to do so

•	 Changes to information that must be included in a resident’s 
record with an emphasis on services

FHCa’s Florida Center for assisted Living Committee members had 
the opportunity to review and discuss the proposed new language 
and contributed to FHCa’s recommendations to the Department of 
Elder affairs. Members can track this rule development by following 

FHCa’s weekly Focus on Florida e-newsletter or by 
contacting FHCa directly.u

Lee Ann griffin is FHCA’s director of regulatory 
& Education development. She can be reached at 
lgriffin@fhca.org.  
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OCtOBeR
October 19-21, 2016

rAI-MDS-PPS Bootcamp MorseLife Health System
West Palm beach, FL

DeCeMBeR
December 6 - 9, 2016

FHCA regional Education Seminars
Tallahassee, Lake Mary, Tampa and Deerfield beach

Visit www.ahcancal.org for details

October 16-19, 2016
AHCA/NCAL 67th Annual Convention & Expo

nashville, Tn

AMErICAN HEALTH CArE ASSOCIATION EVENTS

CONTINuINg EDuCATION/TrAININg 2016 MEETINgS
OCtOBeR

October 6-7, 2016
FHCA Florida Leaders 

2017 Class Kickoff Training
Tallahassee, FL

October 28, 2016
FHCA Board of Directors Meeting

amelia Island, FL
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florida health care association around the state 

groundbreakings
gulf Coast Health Care broke ground in Pensacola recently on its newest skilled nursing 
center, Olive Branch Health & rehabilitation Center. rep. doug Broxson (r-3) and Matt 
gaetz (r-4) were among several area dignitaries who attended.

Long Term Care Prepares
Above, FHCA members benefit from 
annual emergency preparedness 
workshops hosted by Florida Power 
& Light. Pictured here are members 
from the training recently held at 
Village on the isle in Venice.

Candidate Tours
Above, nicholas duran, republican candidate for House district 
118 (left center), toured Floridean Healthcare to learn about their 
long-standing service to Miami seniors. 

University Crossing on the Brooks 
rehabilitation campus recently 
held a ribbon-cutting ceremony 
to welcome the community and 
showcase the new three-story center 
in Jacksonville. The contemporary 
skilled nursing center features a 
modern therapy gym, living room, 
activity space and dining room 
on each floor, along with walking 
paths, a healing garden and outdoor 
therapy courtyard.

At right, Byron donalds, republican candidate for House district 
80, visited with the team at Oakbrook Health and rehabilitation 
in Labelle.
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BouCHARd InsuRAnCE
bouchard Insurance is one of the largest privately held insurance agencies in the country, serving over 14,000 clients 
throughout the u.S. and in many countries around the world.  They specialize in the senior living industry and manage 
all lines of insurance, including general and professional liability, property, workers’ comp and group health.  bouchard 
helps clients to identify and analyze risk within their organization. Once they have identified the issues, they develop and 
implement cost-effective solutions to reduce risk and improve efficiencies.  bouchard has created a systematic approach to 
managing every line of coverage for their clients, giving them the confidence to focus on their business, rather than the 
insurance business. Contact Jeff Welch at (727) 451-3195 or jeffwelch@bouchardinsurance.com for more information, or 
visit www.bouchardinsurance.com.

EdgE InFoRMATIon  MAnAgEMEnT InC.
Since becoming an approved service corporation company for FHCa in 1993, Edge has helped over 250 FHCa members 
meet their background screening requirements and kept them informed of pertinent legislative issues. Edge offers a variety 
of background checks including: drug screening, fingerprints, criminal, sexual offender, license verifications and references. 
Contact nate archibald at (321) 676-8822 or by email at natea@edgeinfomation.com, or visit www.edgeinformation.com 
for more information.

HPsI PuRCHAsIng sERvICEs
HPSI Purchasing Services, one of the nation’s fastest growing Group Purchasing Organizations, is privately owned and 
has served the senior health care community for over 50 years. HSPI leverages the purchasing power of over 15,000 
members to provide substantial savings and discounts on a wide range of products and services including: Dietary, Medical, 
Maintenance, Housekeeping, Linens, Capital Equipment, Technology, administration, Pharmacy and more. What sets HPSI 
apart from its competition is the personal service provided by 40 Purchasing Consultants located nationwide. Call your 
Purchasing Consultant for a free cost analysis to get you started on your pathway to greater savings. East Florida: Mike 
Donohoo (407) 928-5870; West Florida: russ Holmes (407) 719-0229; Panhandle: bill bayhi (985) 718-7830; Corporate 
and national accounts: MaryClare Soliman  (540) 589-2772; or visit www.hpsionline.com for more details.

MEdBEsT RECRuITIng
Medbest recruiting is a nationally recognized healthcare recruiting firm that focuses exclusively in the senior care industry. 
Medbest began successfully matching senior to mid-level management with top long-term care companies in 2001. The 
Medbest recruiting team consists of former senior care executives and managers. This unique status created proprietary 
relationships and established Medbest as a recruiting firm that focuses on quality, not quantity. Medbest’s services include 
permanent and interim placement for all executive positions including CEO, COO, CFO, DOn, nurse Management, and 
Sales and Marketing Directors. Medbest also offers post-employment support and the world-renowned DISC assessment 
option which gives employers insight into a candidate’s personality and how they will fit the company’s culture. To learn 
more about the Medbest process, call (727) 526-1294 or contact medbest.com.

oFFICE dEPoT
Office Depot offers Florida Health Care association members extra discounts and services due to the cooperative 
purchasing power of FHCa. We offer a wide variety of benefits, including 50 items which have been reduced based 
on volume ordering up to 80 percent off the list prices (the “High use Item List”); next-day delivery on everyday office 
products; an award-winning Web site which links you to your pricing and into the warehouse and keeps 12 months of 
tracking information at your fingertips. For more information or to set up an account contact Terry bush at terry.bush@
officedepot.com or (850) 624-9979.

sEnIoR CRIMEsToPPERs
The Senior Crimestoppers program is a proven, effective, proactive crime prevention system that combines proven 
components to help provide safe, crime-free facilities for residents, staff, visitors and vendors. Personal lock boxes for use 
by residents and/or family members, an around-the-clock, completely anonymous “tip line” call center, cash rewards of up 
to $1,000 posted on any and all incidents that occur and educational materials for residents, families, management and staff 
members are a few of the components that make up the program. More details can be found at www.seniorcrimestoppers.
org or contact Kay Joest at (800) 529-9096 for more details.

Save on your long term care products and services with our trusted group of FHCA Service Corp members.

fhca service corporation
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Visit www.fhca.org/events/regionaleducation for more information.

Limited space is available per location. 
Reserve Your Seat and Sign Up Today! 

• Reform of Requirements for Long-Term Care Facilities 
   and the New LTC Survey Process
• Regulatory & Legal Issues
• Five Star Quality Rating Case Studies: How Care Moves and Sustains Stars
• Reimbursement and Finance: Prospective Payment System, Managed Care 
   and Bundled Payments
• ESR-PBJ Reporting: Lessons Learned from Quarter 1
• Workforce Recruitment and Retention


